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Project RUBY is a program of theoretical and experimental 
investigations of missile radar cross sections. Because of the importance 
of this topic, we plan to issue a series of occasional reports and working 
papers presenting our ideas and knowledge on various phases of the problem 
at the date of issue* It is hoped these papers will stimulate constructive 
comments and criticisms by workers in the field. 
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Abstract 

A formulation is provided of the target range required for satisfactory 
measurement of echoing area in a radar test site. When a conventional antenna 
is used against a target larger than about 10 wavelengths the necessary range is 
usually given by pDp/A  , where Dp   is the maximum projected target model 
dimension seen by the antenna, A    the test wavelength, and p    a constant (of 
the order of 3) which effectively defines the quality of measurement. This 
formulation may fail when the target is near the end-on position, when the test 
range should not be made less than Sp times the length of the target. The 
validity of the criterion is not yet established for cases where it indicates 
that the target be placed in the near zone of the antenna. 
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Introduction 

Knowledge of the echoing area of the target is essential to the radar 
designer, and the most direct method of obtaining it is by measurement of the 
radar return from the target itself, or from a model. If the model can be 
supported in any required aspect and a radar is available, the only reassurance 
needed is that the measured echoing area will then be substantially the same 
as that which would be observed if the target were at the very long range 
associated with normal detection. That this may not be the case is evident, 
i'or at long range the illuminating wavefront is practically flat whereas at 
short range it is spherical or worse. The distance between test radar and 
target model must be made large enough for this effect, and other phenomena 
associated with the proximity of the antenna, to be small, «Far zone criteria" 
have been proposed Jja the past to specify a sufficient test range (e.g., 
Reference 1). These generally have the form: 

2 
Range > constant x (D ♦ d) 

 X  

where B is the model span, d the antenna diameter and X  the test wave- 
length. Their justification is that they specify a range such that the phase 
shift in the longest propagation path between antenna and model does not 
differ from that in the shortest path by more than a certain fraction of a 
wavelength (specified by the constant). The objection to such formulae is that 
because they consider only two extreme propagation paths rather than radiation 
from the whole antenna, they are wrong and, while this in itself may be of 
little moment (for any formula is better than none at all), the fact that they 
lead to requirements for huge test ranges against large targets is serious. 
For exarple, even if the constant in the formula is only unity and a very small 
antenna is u:ed, a range of a mile is required using an X-band radar against 
a 230 wavelength target, and this figure would be quadrupled if the antenna 
diameter were made equal to the model span. In addition to a high cost for 
real estate, a long range implies costly supporting structures since the beam 
must be elevated to minimize ground reflection. Fur example, a 500 foot target 
elevation would be required, with even higher supporting towers, if a 5 degree 
beam were used against a target a mile away. Furthermore, the longer the range 
the less the system sensitivity. Such are the considerations which have prompted 
a reassessment of test range requirements and this report considers primarily 
the factors determining that range when the model is fairly large — greater 
than 10 wavelengths. 

It will be assumed that a conventional radar antenna is to be employed. 
While it may be possible to design a special antenna capable of reproducing at 
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close range the plane wave fronts and uniform illumination associated with a 
distant region, such a development could not be justified unless it could be 
shown to have advantages over a conventional system. In particular the require- 
ment for uniform field is unlikely to be compatible with a low level of side 
lobes. Since it is possible that measurement sensitivity may be limited by 
ground clutter,^ this may be an overriding consideration. The present report 
provides a measure against which the advantages of range reduction by such an 
antenna may be assessed. 

As the test range is increased the measured echoing pattern will 
approach asymptotically the range-independent form associated with the free 
space target. Thus before the minimum test range can be defined a judgment 
must be made of how great a deviation from the free space pattern is tolerable. 
Such a judgment must depend on circumstances — in some cases it might be 
desirable to employ a shorter range than pattern distortion considerations 
alone would suggest, so as to buy sensitivity or economize on real estate. 
The line of attack followed in this report is to postulate a simplified form 
of target, compute the form of pattern that would be measured at a number of 
ranges by a radar whose antenna size is variable, and to use these results to 
establish more general formulae for test range as a function of model size, 
aspect, and test wavelength. With some reservations, to be expanded in a later 
report, it will be shown that antenna diameter has little influence on the 
measurement, provided it is less than the model span. It will be shown that 
if the echoing pattern of a target in the broadside aspect is determined at a 
given range, it is possible to derive expressions for the range necessary to 
maintain the same pattern quality when the target is in any other aspect, 
provided the test antenna is smaller than the model. For targets larger than 
about ten wavelengths it is possible to demonstrate that the quality of the 
detailed pattern associated with a range pi*? /X   , where /> is the maximum 
projected dimension of the target and p a constant, is independent of 
aspect except when the target is nearly end-on. The number p is in fact 
a measure of the quality of pattern measurement, and an acceptable value may 
be determined by examining a set of broadside patterns taken or computed at 
various ranges. If the model then has a maximum span D, and the minimum 
range R for satisfactory measurement may be expressed as R ■ ^:^/x    , the 
employment of f>t     in the pbf/A    formula will indicate an adequate range 
for any other target aspect. It will be shown that this rule fails near the 
end-on aspect only if it requires a range of less t.ian $?&• 

In the establishment of this range rule it has been assumed that a 
target may be represented by an array of point scatterers. Tins simplification 
sidesteps the very difficult problem of analyzing the electromagnetic field 
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associated with a continuous target.    Two justifications of the procedure are 
possible: 

1, In many targets the prime sources of scattered energy are relatively 
localized. 

2. There is no such thing as a typical target, and it is reasonable to 
consider a worst case in the present analysis.    From this point of 
view a case where a large proportion of scattered energy emanates 
from points at the target extremes provides an excellent model. 

Accordingly,  the returns from targets containing both five and three scatterers 
are examined. 

The RF Field near an Antenna 

The field of an antenna may be broadly separated into three regions: 

(a) The far zone,  where all wave fronts are spheres centered on the 
antenna,  and where over a limited distant region such as  that 
occupied by a target,  signal amplitude may be assumed constant and 
the wavefront planar. 

(b) The inductive field extending from the antenna to a range of a few 
wavelengths.    This is insufficiently representative of the target 
region to be used for echoing area measurement. 

(c) An intermediate region,  vaguely called the near zone, in which the 
energy is purely electromagnetic radiation, but where the assumption 
of a plane uniform wave front cannot be made.    It extends from tne 
limit of the inductive field to a range of a few times   de/A    , 
where    d    is the antenna diameter and   A    th« wavelength.    For 
example,  its extent would be a few hundred feet with a 3 foot diameter 
X-band antenna. 

The present requirement is for as short a range as possible, and the question 
of how close into the intermediate region it is possible to operate raist be 
answered.    The first stage of analysis will be therefore to define the field 
at intervals through this region.    The  task is simplified by the fact that at 
ranges greater than a few wavelengths a scalar representation of the field is 
adequate,3 and because of the necessary crudity of  the target models considered 
in the next section it was not felt worth while to postulate a more complicated 
antenna than a linear uniformly illuminated one-dimensional aperture. 

-3- 
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The geometry used in the field derivation is shown in Figure 1.    To 
determine the deviation from uniformity of the field along a normal to the 
antenna axis,  it is simply necessary to formulate for c&ch point on this normal 
the complex sum of amplitude contributions from every point on the antenna. 
The radiation exciting a scatterer located at such a point on the normal may 
then be represented as a vector having a defined amplitude attenuation and 
phase angle with respect to signal transmitted by the antenna.    If the signal 
received by the antenna as a result of re-radiation is to be computed,  the 
return signal will be further reduced by the same attenuation coefficient and 
subjected to the same phase delay as in the outgoing path.    Thus, if a 
scatterer is assumed to re-radiate all the energy incident upon it with zero 
phase shift,  the received signal may be represented by a vector with a phase 
angle of twice the one-way phase shift, and having an amplitude defined by the 
square of the one-way attenuation term. 

Analysis of the form of the field has been normalized against the 
maximim target model dimension   D.    This dimension is employed since,  once the 
test wavelength is fixed,  it is determined absolutely by a requirement to 
measure the echoing area of a given target as seen by a given radar.    The 
antenna diameter    d,    which might have been used as the normal dimension, may 
be varied by the system designer, and will be defined by a variable    c,    such 
that: 

d * cD 

Then the distance from the axis of the point at which the field is to be deter- 
mined may be defined by a normalized parameter   oc   ,  where 

X    m    2 x    disUnce of point of measurement from antenna axi-» 
Model span    D 

As may be seen from Figure 1, dimensionless expressions for the 
field are then obtained if the range at which the field is to be defined is 
described by a parameter p,  such chat 

Range » 

where   A    is the test wavelength. 

The field across a normal distance equal to  the model span has been 
computed for a number of ranges  in the vicinity of   D:/ä    .    The associated 
values of    p    (whose particular numerical values wer'i chosen on the basis of 
manipulative convenience) lie between 0.125 and 5.56.    So  that the effect of 
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changing the antenna size nay be visualized, the field at each value of p uas 
computed for an antenna diameter cD of zero, 0.6D and 1.0D, There is no 
significance in the choice of 0.6 rather than any other fraction as the inter- 
mediate value of c. The results are given in Figures 2-5 in terms of the 
signal that would be received from a unit scatterer at a point displaced from 
the axis by otD/z  . 

First consider Figure 2, in which is plotted the received phase and 
amplitude for a scatterer at a range 2?/dX     (p ■ 0.125). For equal antenna 
ard model spans (c - 1) the phase of the return has a fine structure, although 
its absolute excursion from zero is not large. The variation in amplitude 
return as the scatterer is moved across the axis is considerable (more than 
15 db), especially toward the edge of the field. With a smaller antenna (c - 0.6) 
both the phase and amplitude variations are increased, the former approaching 
tl.e spherical wave front (dotted curve) associated with a point radiator. When 
p is increased to 0.5 (Figure 3) a relatively flat wave front having less fine 
structure than in the previous case is maintained with the largest antenna 
(c ■ 1.0). &it as the scatterer is moved normal to the axis a variation of 
20 db in its return must be expected. Reduction of the antenna diameter to 
0.60 results in a decrease in amplitude error, but at the same time the phase 
deviation increases to become nearly as great as that from a point antenna. 

At a range $ /A      (p - l.O; see Figure h)  both phase and amplitude 
vary monotonically. The amplitude variation is less than for smaller ranges, 
but is still considerable. When the antenna diameter and model span are equal, 
the phase deviation nearly coin-ides with that from the point source, and with 
the smaller antenna coincidence is practically complete. In fact, provided the 
antenna is no larger than the model, it is a sufficient approximation to assume 
the wave front spherical at all ranges greater than J'/A    . Then the received 
phase lag fi    from an off-axis scatterer may be readily shown (Appendix A) to 
be given in terms of normalized lateral displacement <* and normalized range p 
by 

*    - 90° * (1) 

The  dependence of amplitude upon    p    and   «c    cannot be so simply expressed,  and 
it is plotted for values of    p    from 2  to 5.56 in Figure $.    Because with in- 
creasing range a model of  span    D    occupies a decreasing proportion of the 
antenna beamwidth (approximately   D/R   :   Aid    « c/p    times  the nominal beam- 
width),  the amplitude variation becomes very small when the antenna diameter 
is no larger than the model span and the test range is greater than    }!>/* . 
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The Measured Echoing Pattern of a Simplified Target 

The re-radiation from a target arises from the currents set up in its 
skin by an incident field, and insofar as in many cases the effects of such 
currents predominate in isolated areas, a target may be regarded to a first 
approximation as an array of independent point scatterers. If this assumption 
is granted, the results of the preceding section allow a derivation of the 
echoing pattern which would be measured against a fully specified target at 
a finite range. The procedure will now be followed of developing a series of 
echoing patterns of such a target, so that the effect of changing the measure- 
ment range may be observed. It is assumed that effects resulting from 
modification of the antenna illumination by the target are negligible at 
ranges suitable for measurements against the relatively large targets considered 
here« 

In order to keep the computations within bounds (and because there is 
no "typical" target in these terms) a very simple target structure has been 
chosen. It consists of only five points, each of which is assumed to re- 
radiate the same fraction of the incident radiation, with zero phase shift. 
Its arrangement is shown below. 

<f 
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First the pattern obtained with the target near the broadside position 
will be considered. Target rotation results in differential changes in path 
lengths between the antenna and the separate scatterers producing an interference 
pattern (Figures 6 and 7) which would in this case exhibit absolute nulls if the 
target were viewed from an infinite distance (see Figure 6a). The curvature of 
the incident phase fronts at closer approach introduces a phase error in the 
returns from the outer scatterers, which prevents the absolute signal cancel- 
lation observed at an infinite range. In the computation of the patterns for 
such closer ranges it has been assumed that the model is sufficiently large for 
more than a cycle of the pattern to be developed with a very small angular 
rotation. This simplification implies: 

(a) That there is no significant movement of the outer scatterers toward 
the antenna axis with the small model rotation considered, so that 
the relative intensity of returns from these scatterers is not modified 
by any excursion through details of the field structure. With this 
proviso it is possible to normalize rotation independently of model 
size to an angle equal to the physical rotation times D/A» 

(b) That rotation causes insufficient movement of the scatterers in range 
for it to be necessary to account for changes in the received signal 
resulting from over-emphasis of returns from the nearer scatterers 
(the radar fourth power law effect). 

It is seen from Figure 6 that even at a range of IODVA , a free 
space null appears as a finite signal 27 db below the highest maximum in the 
pattern, while at 3D2/A the ratio of minimum to maximum is only 17 db. Com- 
parison of the left hand and right hand halves of Figure 6d, which show 
respectively the patterns using pcint and full size (c = 1) antennae, indicates 
for the latter that as close as 3D^/A the fall-off in return amplitude from 
target extremes has little effect on the pattern. However, such an effect is 
very apparent when p is less than 2. 

At a range of D2/A  (p ■ 1) the quality of the pattern is poor, 
especially for the larger antenna, where the reduced amplitude of returns from 
the target extremes results in suppression of the structure associated with 
the outer scatterers. At shorter ranges the patterns lose all resemblance to 
that from free space. 

A further set of patterns has been computed for the case when the 
model is near the end-on position. It was postulated that the spacing between 
scatterers was an integral number of half wavelengths, so that complete rein- 
forcement would occur in the end-on position, and that absolute nulls in the 

-7- 
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pattern would be observable from an infinite range.    Because rotation now results 
in a movement of the scatterer across the antenna field it is no longer possible 
to use a generalized parameter for model size and a specific dimension must be 
selected.    In the end-on position the fourth power range law may have significant 
effects and since these increase as the model size is decreased (see the follow- 
ing section) a small model,    1$ X      in span, was chosen.    The computed patterns 
are given in Figure 8. 

It is evident that a much shorter range suffices for accurate measure- 
ment than was the case for the broadside aspect.    Then measurement at a range 
of   3De/\    (where    D    is the maximum model dimension) was hardly sufficient for 
a reasonable indication of the echoing diagram, while in the end-on position a 
very tolerable pattern is obtained at a range of 0.75DVA   (i*e»>  P = 0.75). 

The suspicion arises that if the minimum tolerable range is to be 
defined as   pD/X  ,    D    should not be the maximum target dimension but should 
possibly be this dimension projected in the antenna plane.    That caution is 
required in the acceptance of this idea is indicated in Figure 8b where points 
are interpolated to    indicate what the pattern would have been if the radar 
fourth power law could have been neglected.    Nulls are modified by both phase 
front curvature and by the effects of the radar fourth power law,* and acceptance 
of a criterion based on projected area may lead to the choice of a range where 
the latter predominates.    An attempt will be made in the following section to 
formulate the influence of both effects on a range criterion« 

The Development of a Criterion for Test Range 

The preceding discussion has recognized three factors which cause 
distortion in the measurement of an echoing pattern.    They are*. 

(a) the curvature of the radiation phase fronts at the model 

(b) the variation in incident amplitude across the model 

(c) the fact that returns from the nearer parts of the model are 
emphasized with respect to those from more distant parts (the 
fourth power law effect). 

At ranges greater than   d2/X,    where    d    is the antenna diameter,  the fall off 
in return power    P   with ran^e   R    is accurately represented by    Poe   R~4.    At 
much smaller ranges    Per R"a    is a more realistic formulation.    A plot of the 
on-axis gain of the uniformly illuminated antenna considered in thie report is 
given in Figure 9» 
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The impression has been created that of these, the first is by far the most 
important. It would appear to make it necessary to demand a measurement range 
so great that effect (b) is negligible (see Figures 6,7). In this section 
further ideas with respect to factors (a) and (c) will be developed, with the 
object of setting up rules governing the necessary antenna to model range. A 
perusal of Figures 6 and 7 indicates that there is no problem in determining 
the pattern where the component signals reinforce one another; the difficulty 
is one of resolving minima. Therefore the simplest possible model exhibiting 
the distortion of minima by factors (a) and (c) will be analyzed, so that the 
effects of changing the model size aA , and the range factor p may be better 
appreciated. It will be assumed throughout that the target is at such a range 
that w-vefronts may be assumed spherical. Consider the three point model shown 
in sketch B. 

SKETCH   8 

This exhibits both factors,  since the curvature of the incident phase 
front modifies the phase of returns from the outer scatterer with respect to 
that from the inner, while except in the broadside position a stronger return 
will be obtained from one outer scatterer than from the other.    In Appendix B 
the magnitude of the signal at the free space null position is independently 
formulated for each factor and it is shown that, provided    p   is of the order 
of 3 or more, and that    D/\    is greater than about 5: 

-9- 
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(a) Magnitude of phase front curvature null       Ä ?r *   ,        ,„x —5 E      «ft        ■     _      J//J       yr (2) 
Signal maximum " 

(b) Magnitude of Uth power law null    m n      u      cos¥ 
Signal maximum J^pfyi 

Now it may be argued that the free space pattern of any target con- 
sisting of point scatterers may be regarded as a complex of arrays similar to 
that just considered, plus a number of other components which do not themselves 
result in perfect nulls.    At closer range the former components would be expected 
to produce the greater part of the pattern distortion.    Suppose that a series of 
echoing pattern measurements were made at a number of ranges against a line 
target around the broadside aspect, and examination of these patterns (e.g., 
Figures 6, 7) led to the conclusion that satisfactory resolution was obtained at 
a range of say p, D*/\    .    Then,  since ¥ =  90° the null error produced by the 
triplet of scatterers formulated above would be   fr/6pf) and other triplets with 
smaller spacings would produce lesser errors.    If then it were required to 
measure the pattern only within an angle of say yo      from the end-on position, 
and that the same distortion as before were acceptable,  the null magnitude from 
the triplet considered would be unaltered if the range   R   were reduced to 
R sin* y/0    (see Equation 2),  provided the fourth power law term of Equation (3) 
is negligible, as would be the case when Q/^ is very large.    Hie contributions 
from other triplets would be reduced by the same factor if they were in line 
with the axis. 

Thus, with the above qualification, a new range 

R' * R sin*^ * ^^JLi£LX 
Ä 

would provide a pattern of at least the same quality as that measured at a 
range fß/X    against a broadside target. 

Now D sin % (« say D, ) is the maximum length of the target pro- 
jected in the antenna plane for tne measurement considered, so that: 

e' - &%L (h) 
An obvious difficulty is that, while the formula may be quite satis- 

factory with a large target inclined at a considerable angle to the antenna 
axis,  its direct application when only head-on measurements are to be made may 

-10- 
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suggest a range so small that fourth power law errors predominate« It will now 
be shown that the attractive simplicity of the formula may be retained 2nd its 
validity extended, by a rider that if the computed range falls below a certain 
value, this value should be employed, 

in fact the separately computed magnitude of the fourth power law 
contribution to the null error may be directly added to or subtracted from 
that due to phase front curvature effects. For it is shown in Appendix A that, 
provided the value of p is greater than about 3 (as an examination of Figures 
5 and 6 would justify) and if D/\  is of the order of 10 or more, the 
magnitude modification of the close range pattern by each of these effects may 
be represented by vectors at 90° from the return from the center scatterer. In 
alternate nulls these will add, and then the total null magnitude is: 

This function, together with its components, is sketched below. 

I 1 

-T07AI   N(Jt.t-   n 

COrtfOMHN T.      />.. 

*"*/fc*v,eSr LAW COmtWi-Hf, Qf 

<3r*W^\:/-' 

I 
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On this basis the pattern from a range pOj\       will never be so 
good as the equivalent broadside pattern at pD*/\      .    But provided the addi- 
tional error is small the projected length criterion, which allows a significant 
decrease in range as compared with pDy\   , is acceptable.    Now let us ask how 
small an angle of target inclination from the end-on position (Vo ) may be 
utilized in the criterion before the null error is increased by more than a 
factor of    1 + K   where    K    is an arbitrarily chosen number which represents 
the maximum increase in null amplitude that is to be allowed as a result of 
fourth power law effects. 

From equation (6) the fractional increase in the null resulting from 
the introduction of the fourth power law term is 6 A cos Y0/\T3~ 7TD s/i * % . 
Setting this equal to    K,    we obtain: 

"•*.'&Mf*Fift-h 
For example,  if a    K    of 0.26,  or a 2 db increase in null level, is 

acceptable: 

If D/x has a value greater than 5, the square root term may be 
written as 0.U8DA with an error of less than 5%, and the value of sin *% 
will then be accurate to better than 10£.    Thus, 

If projected area were based on a closer aporoach to the end-on position than 
Y0   the range computed using the projected area formula would be so small that 
fourth power law effects would predominate.    If this is not to be the case and 
an increase in null level of 2 db is acceptable the minimum allowed range p&p/A 
becomes: 

We may assume that there is little virtue in requiring a smaller error 
in the null tnan this, so the above minimum range formula provides a basis for 
a working rule. Since the 2 db criterion is very arbitrary there is little harm 
in introducing a further simplification. Let the tens */pA       b* ignored; this 

-12- 
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requires an increase in minimum range of only 20? for a    10 \ model.    Further, 
in order to eliminate significant figures which cannot be justified by the 
manner in which the allowed 2 db error was chosen, let the factor U.3 be rounded 
to 5«    Thus, with a number of qualifications, a tentative working rule for 
obtaining the range necessary for satisfactory measurement of the echoing pattern 
of a target is:    First,  on the basis of calculations (e.g., Figures 5 and 6) or 
experimental measurements, decide upon a factor    p,    which allows satisfactory 
resolution of the broadside pattern of a model at a range f>&Y\ ,    where   D 
is the maximum target dimension«    Then for an equally satisfactory pattern 
resolution at any other aspect, the test range must bepDpJ}    where &p     is 
the maximum target dimension projected in the antenna plane,  or £p& ,    whichever 
is the greater. 

Because this rule is based on the assumption of spherical wave fronts 
at the target,  its validity is not easy to establish generally for the case 
when the test range is less than d*/\    ,    where    d   is the antenna diameter. 
That it is possible at times to work below this limit is illustrated in Figure 8. 
At present all that can be said is that the rule is certainly valid for small 
antennae.    The point will be examined in detail in a later report.    A further 
doubt lies in the apprehension that a long target seen end-on may present a 
capture cross-section greater than the beam dimension at the range allowed by 
the    5f>D rule.    The following section provides reassurance on this point. 

The Range Criterion in Relation to a Target Having an Echoing Area Larger than 
its Presented Area ~"~ ~ ~ " 

An end fire antenna has a capture cross-section much larger than its 
presented area, and the possibility mist be faced that a long target will show 
an analogous property when viewed end-on,  if the presumption that it consists 
only of independent point scatterers is not fulfilled.    In effect the incident 
radiation may then converge on the target, as though the target region had lens- 
like properties.    The question arises as to whether the illuminating radiation 
in an echoing-area test equipment is  then of sufficient extent to prevent the 
introduction of errors resulting from radiation being gathered from the edges 
of the illuminating beam.    An exact solution to this problem is very difficult — 
both from the point of view of inventing an appropriate target model,  and in 
the solution of the resulting electromagnetic field equations.    But if it is 
assumed that the relatively random configuration of a real target will not 
exhibit radiation gathering effects  to the same degree as a well designed end- 
fire antenna,  a denonstration that the capture crosr-section of the antenna is 
significantly less than the area of the incident beam will indicate that such 
effects arc negligible for the  target.    That this is the case will now be shown. 

-13- 
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Assume the target to be an end-fire antenna having    n   elements placed 
a quarter of a wavelength apart.    Reference i; indicates that such an antenna 
has a gain equal to  the number of elements,  so that if it has a length   D    , 
its gain is    U0/\    •    Thus its capture cross-section   Ac    is: 

A .- A! +e. 

If the illuminating antenna has a diameter c times the maximum target 
model dimension, i.e., cD , its free space half power beamwidth is approximately 
A/cD. At close range the beam will be broader than this, but since taking the 
free spac» width will provide a conservative answer to the present problem, let 
the beam ürea A^    at a range R be formulated using this value. 

Then AL - JL (-*- 

Our criterion allows a minimum range 5pD, and at this range: 

Thus  the ratio of target cross-section to beam area is: 

A    '     A   \Sir?J 
o 

If    c » 1,    D/A - 100 and    p - 3 

4*-    -   0.16 

Thus the diameter of  the capture cross-section fer this severe case 
is less  than half that of  the beam. 

In fact    c    would then have  to be increased to 

e/c/} 

before the capture cross-sections were equal.    It must be therefore concluded 
that intercoupling effect* within a target are unlikely to result in measurement 
errors at the formulated ran^e unless an antenna larger than the maximum model 
dimension is employed. 
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Some Numerical Examples of Test Range 

An examination of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that an unsatisfactory- 
measurement is likely to result if a value of p of less than 3 is employed 
in the range criterion» So that the length of the test range may be appreciated 
some specific values associated with varying target size and aspect at a wave- 
length of 0.1 ft. (X-band) are tabulated below: 

Target Dimension 
in Wavelengths 

j                 ^A 

Test Range in feet (p * 3. X B o.i ft. ) 

Broadside 
Aspect 

—,                         , 

Within U5° 
of end-on 

Within 30° 
of end-on 

fcnd-on 
Aspect 

10 30 15 IS 15 

20 120 60 30 30 

tfl U60 2h0 120 60 

70 1,U70 735 368 105    | 

100 3,000 1,500 750 150 

200 12,000 3,000 1,500 300 

|                  300 27,000 1        13,500 6,750 h50    1 

This is illustrative of both the very large range required for measure- 
ment in the broadside position, and the great improvement that is obtainable if 
measurements may be restricted to near the end-on aspect. It should be noted 
that the required range is proportional to test wavelength in all cases, so that 
possibility exists of obtaining satisfactory patterns against large models at 
one third of the range shown above if K-band radiation is used; e^'an so, the 
length of the test site is uncomfortably great when the target iL lc:.*er than 
about 50A • It is for measurements against such large targets that the alter- 
native approach (mentioned in the Introduction) of designing a special antenna 
capable of reproducing far-field conditions in its near zone is most likely to 
be justified. 

i 
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Conclusions 

By postulating a target consisting of an array of point scatterers, a 
criterion has been derived to define the range required between a radar and a 
target model whose echoing area is to be measured.    The criterion is applicable 
provided the maximum target dimension is at least 10 wavelengths,and is: 

Let   D    be the maximum dimension of the model,   Dp   be its maximum projected 
dimension as seen by the test antenna,     A    the test wavelength, and    p    a 
number of the order of 3 which defines the measurement quality to be obtained. 
Then the required test range   R    is given by the greater of: 

A 

or: € -- SpD 

The quality of measurement associated with specified values of   p 
is indicated in Figures 6 and 7-    These provide computed patterns plotted near 
the broadside aspect of a simplified target containing five point scatterers 
which exhibits perfect nulls in its infinite ranf;e echoing pattern.    At a lesser 
range  p&*/\     such nulls become minima having ia this case the levels tabulated 
below: 

Minimum in db below 
p pattern maximum 

2 -13 db 

3 -17 db               | 

6 ~'ll db 

I  10 
-27 db               ! 

The criterion has been developed by recognising that: 

(a)    At ranges  greater than about    <?D    A    Ihzre is little variation in the 
intensity of illumination acrcss the model span,  provided that the 
antenna diameter is no larger than ths model span. 

i 
-1*- 
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i * 

(b) Except near the end-on aspect the majority of the echoing pattern 
distortion results from variation of the phase of the incident 
illumination across the model. By noting that phase front contours 
are practically circular at ranges greater than ci /x  (where d is 
the antenna diameter) a simple formulation of the range dependence of 
phase deviation, and hence echoing pattern distortion is possible. 

(c) If the pDp/\      criterion were employed when the target was viewed 
end-on the range indicated might be so short that the pattern errors 

|'i might be materially increased from overweighting of the returns from 
the near end of the target consequent upon the inverse fourth power 
of range law for radar returns. By limiting the minimum range to 
SpD  such effects are made negligible. 

r The qualifications implicit in the criterion are therefore: 

(1) The antenna diameter should be no greater than the maximum target 
dimension. 

(2) It is not yet clear that a range less than     d'/\    is acceptable. 
(d * antenna diameter.) 

Examination of a case where the presumption that the target consists 
of separate scatterers is not met indicates that such a condition is unlikely 
to invalidate the rule. 

When the criterion is applied to targets larger than $0 wavelengths, 
uncomfortably large test ranges are indicated.    It is for measurements against 
such targets that the design of an antenna capable of reproducing far field 
conditions in its near zone should be studied. 

r' 
i 
i 
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APPENDIX A 

THE THREE SCATTERER TARGET 

Let a target of span D containing only three equal symmetrically 
placed scatterers be considered in an analysis where the following effects are 
to be examined separately: 

(a) Illumination phase front curvature, including the effects of the 
differing degrees of curvature at the near and far ends of the 
target 

(b) Fourth power law effects. 

Geometry of the Test Arrangement 

Suppose the target range pO-iA    to be sufficient (/wge>c/%  , 
d being the antenna diameter) for the phase fronts to be assumed spherical. 
The antenna may then be regarded as a point source, and the geometry of the 
test configuration is that in the sketch: 

ANTENNA 

J^ 
1 -28- 
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Now ^ * [p0 + £*-££   cosVj 

and the phase shi"t 0    between the transmitted signal and that received from 
A is ±x e 

and if   R«   pD*A   and   D= aX 

Similarly 

< -*"^["*£*&*]' 
and 

Now let the phase of returns from A and B be referred to that of the 
center point    0,    so that 

(so that   ^     is positive when the phase of the return from   A 
lags on that from 0). 

Now 

*       *>. +*« I * O-n)* 

where 

"  -   pa.        Tp^ä? 
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Similarly 

*.• —TTTTTTJ* ^ <» 
where   „- - gpy ^ -     L 

/-        pa <tp*a* 

The Free Space Pattern 

At infinite range   £ - 0   (a - -r»J 

Then ^/    = - <?7ra car V 

0*      =   O (3) 

Then, assuming each scatterer to have the same reflectivity, the received 
signal may be represented as the sum of 3 components of equal amp?ätude 

*— o 
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and the pattern will exhibit perfect nulls when 

COS 0A/   - cos 00,   r  - a 5" 

and jy/i   ^   r   - sm 06f    -  -* /?2F 

i.e., when -^ = 0^ = y remr or ^r e nTT (n   an integer) 

and  co5 r *£  (*  ^ir ) and   ^- ^ y-^J 

The Pattern at Finite Range when the Fourth Power Law is ignored 

The next step is to ask how the nulls will be modified at a finite 
range. At this stage let effects resulting from the relative amplitude of 
returns from the three scatterers being modified as a result of the radar 
fourth power law be ignored. Tuen the modification results only from changes 
in the phase angle of returns from A and B. 

If the return from scatterer 0 provides the phase reference we 
may write 

In Equations (1) and (2) n and y are small quantities if pa is 
large, and a series expansion yields, in combination with Equation (3)t 

<fe Z?P *'*9r('-& cart---) (5) 

This is representative of the circular phase front postulated by 
employing an effective point antenna.    The second terms in the respective series 
are indicative of the difference in phase front curvature between that ac the 
nearer element    A    and that at the farther element    B. 
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The vector diagram for the returns is modified now to 

and we can express the modification to the original free-space pattern as the 
addition of two vectors    I   and    B".    Then: 

<£ 
&   - e sm ff   ■   ": 

J(*«*2+ #) 

d    - e *n £ 
£ 

J i'V„ *  f   T f) 

It has been demonstrated in the main body of the report that in the 
broadside aspect,  where ^ «   90°,    p   must be of the order of 3 if a reasonable 
measurement is to be obtained,  and it is then possible to write the Magnitudes 
fÄ/f/6/ot the vectors as approximately <fA   and   <f8    respectively, 

the toUl disturbance   L   to the  free space pattern is then: 

4 -- -SA *« (U, t  % )~6e M%, *■  t J'jfZ, «*<**, * $)'&"(*,* fJJ 
and since <j^   f X    are then snail (less than about 0.5) 

A = - 6A(** 0*, ' # cos 0j- ffim ^ r & co5 <fiS/) 

* j[<f* (cos 04l - f s« ?AI) * fe (ccs tA - & «■ fi,jj 
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and if values from Equations (3), (U) and (5) are inserted 

when 
Now under free space conditions, pattern minimum were shown to occur 

cos  (pA/ r - 0.6"   and  stA  0^, r £  -jr 

The return at the same values of   <j>   is now: 

f M •rfig-$('-&f'-if*"-ftj} 
If a is greater than say 5, and p greater than 3 a3 is required 

for a reasonable pattern measurement, this is approximately 

f(- %' ij)**>r 

The real term is then a result only of the difference in pha?e error 
between the returns from scatterer   A k D    (i.e., it occurs because phase 
front curvature changes with range) while the imaginary term is caused only 
by the absolute phase front curvature.    Referring to the free spc.e vector 
diagram (page JO) it may be seen that the real term would now be cancelled at 
a slightly smaller value of fiA     (and hence a larger value of f  )  than is 
necessary to produce a null in free space conditions.    The magnitude of the 
return would then be that of the imaginary component J£sm*>+ 

At aspects where  the returns rei'tforce  the maximum magnitude of  the return will 
be approximately 3, and we may writes 

Magnitude of phase front curvature minimum 77-        *,^ —& c    ^_ Sffi  y 
Magnitude of Maximum V 

ani  the power ratio will be the square of  this quantity. 
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Fourth Power Law Effects 

Relative to the return from the center scatterer,  the magnitude of 
that from   A   is: 

,      £       J   '"  * 

while that from   B   is approximately 

pa. 

,-£ COS f 

If phase front curvature terms are ignored, the free space vector 
diagram is then modified to: 

+~o 

It is evident that if    pa   is large there will be little change in 
the real component of the total return as a result of the change in magnitude 
of its parts but that an imaginary component will result.    At the nulls, where 
sin &/  ■  -\/5Z?>  this has a magnitude £ /Teas l*//>a.     and comparing this 
with the value of 3 obtained when the total return results from signal rein- 
forcement, we obtains 

Magnitude of kth power law minimum 
Magnitude of maximum 

cos V _      *<>J V 
t/5 ' DC &' f>% 
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The manner in which this modifies the disturbance to the null resulting from 
phase front curvature is straightforward. In the latter an imaginary component 
having a constant sign predominates. The fourth power law term is again 
imaginary, but its sign changes between successive nulls. Hence in a pattern 
having a fine structure the signal in successive nulls will be alternately the 
sum and the difference of the two terms. 

ri 
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